A vision for healthcare...
... reassuring, convenient, robust
and efficient security for patients,
staff and visitors
Take a journey through the hospital of the future – where
the demands on operational efficiency and expectations for
high levels of patient care and staff satisfaction increase the
requirement for intelligent, discreet and effective security
and building management solutions.
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Creating a secure environment
Crime costs the NHS £600m every year. Because hospitals
and health centres need to be easily accessible, this makes
them vulnerable to intruders and disruption.
ASSA ABLOY has designed a series of solutions that
provide high levels of security, whilst at the same time,
providing appropriate access in a discreet way.
This information is aimed at anybody with responsibility
for security in health sector environments. Whether you
are starting an initial review, adding to existing buildings,
or seeking solutions to specific problems, we hope you
will find this information useful.
What you need to do: the security route map
Decide in advance what you want to achieve. Are there
existing problems which need to be overcome, or potential
risks to counter? These should be prioritised, so that you
clearly understand what is essential. Any security system
involves a trade-off in terms of convenience and cost. You
will also need to balance deterrent measures (such as CCTv)
with security systems which physically prevent intruders
from gaining access.

The risk assessment should highlight the following threats:
• Attacks on staff and patients (risks include verbal and
physical abuse, intoxicated visitors, distraught relatives,
abduction).
• Petty theft of belongings, etc.
• Professional thieves looking for valuable equipment.
• Theft of drugs from pharmacies.
• Safeguarding hazardous materials – radioactives, medical
waste, etc.
Remember to balance security needs with the requirement
for safety and accessibility. Within a healthcare environment
many users will have restricted mobility or impaired senses
and will require help with moving around and evacuation in
case of an emergency.
A review of your current security measures can identify
weak spots. Talk to staff, visitors and patients about the
problems they encounter; put yourself into a criminal’s
shoes and ask how you would break in.
Draw up an action plan to meet the challenges. This
obviously needs to be balanced against the available
resources. Do not neglect possible hidden costs such as
maintenance, replacements, or the need to provide specially
trained staff to operate a system.
Your local police Crime Prevention Officer can give you
valuable advice alongside the experts at ASSA ABLOY’s
Security Centres. Our consultants can explain the advantages
of different solutions and products and can demonstrate
how to integrate these with other systems.

Consider how best to explain the new security measures
to staff, visitors and patients. This is vital, because if users see
a system as more of an inconvenience than a benefit they
will exert considerable ingenuity in finding ways to evade
or even disable that system, which defeats the whole point!
Once your new system is in place, take time out
occasionally to review its progress and to ensure that
it meets your objectives.
Cost effective solutions
value for money does not necessarily mean buying the
products with the lowest purchase price. Official policy,
since the publication of the Latham Report, is to emphasise
the whole life cost of a building – and up to 80% of that cost
is accounted for by service and maintenance. In healthcare
environments, where security systems endure heavy use
and abuse, it is often false economy to specify unproven
products. ASSA ABLOY’s range has an excellent reputation
for being tough and durable enough to stand up to harsh
treatment and we offer five and ten year guarantees on
all our leading products.

Securing healthcare environments
A checklist for specifiers:
• Consider the security of multiple access routes and the
need to accommodate maximum permeability for visitors.
• High traffic areas may benefit from reliable, automated
systems.
• Exit and escape routes should not compromise security.
• Particular areas may require very high levels of security
to protect high-value assets or restrict access to
dangerous materials.
• An integrated security plan across the entire hospital
avoids problems that arise when single departments
choose to upgrade security on an ad-hoc basis.
• Products should be made from materials which are easy
to keep clean or discourage the spread of infection and
will not be damaged by powerful cleaning agents.
• Door ironmongery will be subject to very heavy use
by people with little incentive to care.
• Accessibility is governed by BS 8300 and specific Building
Regulations. Colour-coding of door furniture can improve
visibility for the partially sighted and assist in general
wayfinding.
• Healthcare environments experience peaks and troughs
in traffic. This means that different levels of security are
required at different times of the day/week.
• Perimeters may need securing with fencing, gates
and security cameras.
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Case study: macclesfield General Hospital NHS Trust

The products

The solution

The refurbishment of macclesfi eld DGH is a rolling
programme which started fi ve years ago. ASSA ABLOY
carried out an initial scoping exercise which spanned
2 months, and a further eight months was spent developing
and agreeing a detailed design specifi cation. The solution
was supplied and implemented over six months.
macclesfi eld DGH already had a master key system,
but there was one big drawback – the old system had come
to the end of its patent protection and now anyone could
produce and copy their keys. A complete new system was
required. In conjunction with keyways, an ASSA Twin Combi
system was fi tted throughout the hospital.
In addition, a SOLICARD access control system was
installed on sensitive areas. Access control provides
registered passage through doorways so that even hightraffi c areas can be locked without inconvenience and
accurate user audit trails can be kept. The advantages
of this within a healthcare environment are obvious.
We have supplied complete doorsets with factory-fi tted
ironmongery wherever possible to ensure that installation
is fast and effi cient. We have also specifi ed solutions that
are completely scalable for the Trust so that we can supply
any number of doors with the same specification, at the
same price from 1 to 000.

In the current phase of development of the wards we have
made extensive use of ASSA Evolution lockcases on new
doors. Their robust modular design reduces costs and
provides the ﬂexibility to adapt to any future changes
in the hospital’s requirements. These locks have been
supplemented by the use of the ASSA Compact range on
existing doors where it was necessary to upgrade the locks
already fitted. The accompanying door ironmongery – such
as Scanflex stainless steel pull handles, ASSA Distinction
6650C return lever handles and 3248 journal supported
steel hinges – was selected to complement the locks by
ensuring high performance over an extended period of time.
Hospital doors are frequently subjected to heavy use and
abuse, yet paradoxically also need to be operable by the
elderly, infirm and disabled people. Cam action door closers
such as the ASSA 250 and 330 were therefore used, as their
high efficiency ensures that they retain their closing strength
even though the door is very light to open.
We have also designed unique, one-off solutions
which can be used for specific applications such as specialist
sealed doors for radiography and high level security locks
for the pharmacy.

TOP: SOLICARD
mIDDLE: SCANfLEX HANDLES
BOTTOm: TOkEN fOR USE WITH PROXImITY
READER IN CONJUNCTION WITH ACCESS CONTROL
ALSO USED:
• mODULAR AND EvOLUTION LOCkCASES
COmPACT LOCkCASES
• SELECT 630 LEvERS
• DISTINCTION 6650 LEvERS
• TWIN COmBI 5800 SITE WIDE mASTER
kEY SYSTEm

ON THE LAST PAGE Of THIS BROCHURE YOU WILL
fIND A CD THAT CONTAINS INTERACTIvE PDf fILES
ARRANGED SO THAT YOU CAN REfER TO SPECIfIC
PRODUCT DETAILS fOR YOUR HEALTHCARE
fACILITY.

The challenge
East Cheshire NHS Trust is the main provider of acute
health services for the people of eastern Cheshire, which
has a population of 88,000. The Trust’s main hospital is
macclesfield District General Hospital (DGH), which has
365 inpatient beds. macclesfield DGH is a modern, purpose
built hospital, and was opened in the 980s. The main A & E
department at macclesfield DGH treated just over 49,000
patients in 2007. Additionally, approximately 34,500
outpatients were seen in 2007 across all specialities.
The number of births at macclesfield DGH was 2009.
East Cheshire NHS Trust is in the process of shaping its
services for the future in order to meet the acute health
needs of the community.
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This was an extremely complex challenge for our team and
the proposal had to take into account the existing systems,
the desire for accessible, appropriate, yet secure solutions,
high levels of security for designated areas and the need
for competitive whole life costs. macclesfield DGH had
also received excellent service support from our local
ASSA ABLOY partner, keyways, so we worked with them
to deliver an enhanced, integrated solution that will not
only be easy to retrofit into existing buildings, but provide
increased ﬂexibility and guaranteed performance levels for
the next five years.

ACCESS CONTROL

TWIN COMBI MASTER KEY

DOOR CLOSERS

EVOLUTION LOCKCASES

ASSA COMPACT
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SYSTEM
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lock case, making it impossible
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SOLICARD access control systems
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are technically and physically
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upgrades.
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system, it is important to consider
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can be mechanically or electro-
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Case study: Queen’s medical Centre, Nottingham

The solution

The products

The Queen’s medical Centre in Nottingham consists of
6,000m2 new build and 4,000m2 refurbishment of existing
buildings that provide new Ear, Nose & Throat and
Ophthalmology services. It comprises seven theatres, two
ward areas, outpatient clinics and academic facilities –
including a laboratory for the University medical school.
We worked closely with the client to provide a locking
system that matched the existing specifi cations throughout
the hospital. By specifying a Twin Combi master system we
could not only ensure extremely high levels of security but
allow security to be tailored to the requirements of each
door throughout the facility.
Additionally, the Trust needed to extend their existing
master key system and we put forward a proposal that
allowed them to integrate this with the new master key
system for the new build.
All the solutions that were specifi ed are fully DDA
compliant and appropriate for the heavy traffi c typical of this
kind of facility – even minor internal room doors can often
be opened 50 times a day.
One of the most vulnerable parts of any building security
system is its users. Their keys and tokens can be lost,
compromised or copied. for this reason, CLIQ Euro cylinders
have been used to secure pharmacy cabinets, which are
especially vulnerable areas.
CLIQ technology adds electronic intelligence to standard
mechanical locking. Lost or stolen keys can easily be
removed from the system. keys can be given limited access
to areas, as well as time controlled zones. The system records
audit trails to help maintain the integrity of the security.
The pharmacy cabinets at the Queen’s medical Centre now
have some of the most intelligent security around.

The hospital was procured under PfI and Clugston
Construction were not only responsible for the build
and refurbishment aspects of the project, but are running
and maintaining the buildings for 35 years.
Richard Lewis of Clugston fm is naturally keen to make
sure his tenure is as trouble free as possible. “When the site
team gets together to talk through the specification for
doors and physical security, we’re all very keen to get it as
right as possible from the start. The fewer mistakes at this
stage, the less problems there are for my team long term.”
“Our experience of ASSA ABLOY solutions has been very
positive – in fact we’ve specified them on another of our
health projects at Sedgefield. We like the 0 year warranties
on complete doorsets and the fact that it’s easy to get spares
from our local distributor down the road. We’re looking after
another scheme which doesn’t use ASSA ABLOY and we
often have to wait up to two – three weeks for spares.”
“We also use a management system that records all
aspects of our performance – this includes repair times and
equipment failure. So you can imagine that we like to specify
products with a proven performance record. What’s great
about ASSA ABLOY is that they supply solid, quality products
– our door closers here at Queen’s haven’t failed once in
seven years – and they’re made by ASSA.”
We hope that when Queen’s medical Centre is due for
a facelift in another 30 years that our door solutions are still
performing as well as they are today. We’ll let you know!

TOP: vERY HIGH SECURITY SHEARmAGNETS fOR
ACCESS CONTROL
mIDDLE: PDA DEvICE TO PROGRAm AND
INTERROGATE LOCkS fOR AUDIT TRAILS. TOUCH
SCREEN IS PASSWORD PROTECTED
BOTTOm: ELECTRIC STRIkES
ALSO USED:
• LEADERfLUSH DOORS
• 3228 HINGES
• CLOSERS 233/5 SERIES
• LEvER fURNITURE 6650C
• mODULAR LOCkCASES
• ACCESS CONTROL EXISTING SITE WIDE
SOLICARD 6300 SYSTEm
ON THE LAST PAGE Of THIS BROCHURE YOU WILL
fIND A CD THAT CONTAINS INTERACTIvE PDf fILES
ARRANGED SO THAT YOU CAN REfER TO SPECIfIC
PRODUCT DETAILS fOR YOUR HEALTHCARE
fACILITY.

The challenge
The Queen’s medical Centre in Nottingham was one of
the first nucleus hospitals to be built in the late 960’s.
The original building had around 5,000 locks or
ironmongery sets.
When the building was scheduled to be replaced in 2000
because the structure was worn out or no longer fit for
purpose, there was just one exception – the ironmongery.

After 30 years of continuous use, the estates team realised
just how little maintenance had been required and how well
the ASSA ABLOY products were still working. As a result, the
Trust requested that ASSA ABLOY solutions were re-specified
because of their proven track record.

ELECTROMECHANICAL USER KEYS

SYSTEM KEYS

CLIQ CYLINDERS

CLIQ user keys have a unique

The master Control key controls

CLIQ cylinders feature an

electronic ID which is impossible

the administration and

electromechanical blocking

to copy. CLIQ keys can operate

programming of the system.

element on the sidebar for

both mechanical and electronic

A unique password is required for

enhanced security. Each

CLIQ cylinders in the same master

the use of this one key. The Control

cylinder has a unique ID and

key system. Lost or stolen keys can

key is the setup key responsible for

incorporates an electronic chip

be cancelled instantly. The CLIQ

the administration of the system.

that stores data in an encrypted

key records an audit trail of the last

A unique password is required and

format. CLIQ cylinders can only be

00 accesses, plus the last 0

several can be incorporated for

operated by CLIQ keys and require

foreign (non-system) key entries.

multiple administrators.

no cabling because the power is

The key is powered by a battery

The Contact key is a system

provided by the key.
Cylinders are suitable for

which lasts for two years or 20,000

commissioning key connected to

operations.

the programming device by cable.

external use, and conform

This system is designed to prevent

to BS EN 303.

illicit duplication.
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Case study: Gartnavel Royal Hospital, Glasgow

The solution

The products

major improvements have taken place on the Gartnavel
site in the north of Glasgow. The 68.5-acre Gartnavel site
still remains one of the city’s key locations for medical care
in the years ahead. The new purpose-built £9m mental
health hospital offers enhanced patient care with smaller
wards and some single rooms for patients, improved clinical
and therapeutic areas and better educational facilities.
In total, the new hospital has 7 inpatient beds in six
separate wards including three adult wards, two elderly
wards and one intensive psychiatric care unit. Each ward
also has a suite of single bedrooms and ensuite facilities.
“This was quite a challenging project which required
a full design solution, not just an ironmongery specification”
comments Allan Thomson, ASSA ABLOY’s Project Sales
manager. “We spent over nine months developing a full,
integrated proposal which we worked through with the
design team, construction contractor and client.”
Designing access and egress solutions for mental health
facilities presents unique and often contradictory challenges.
Whilst patients, staff and visitors are entitled to a facility
which is as risk free as possible, the mitigation of those risks
must not impact on the provision of a healing environment.
“We needed to show how we could design openings that
would withstand patients barricading themselves inside
a room to deny access to medical staff, but still function
in the standard way and have a domestic feel to them.
In the end, we came up with a solution which used
standard ironmongery but by its configuration, offered
the kind of functionality that was needed.”

ASSA ABLOY supplied 65 doorsets for the Gartnavel project,
all of which had been factory fitted with the lockcases and
fittings so that the major door carpentry was done offsite.
The time taken to fit the doors was minimised and the
quality of the complete doorset of the highest standard.
The sets of doors were designed for specific purposes and
locations and included the bespoke version that provided
a solution to the barricading challenge.
An opening was designed to fit a leaf and a half door, with
the whole door functioning normally and in use all the time.
The half leaf was designed to swing in the other direction,
which in the event of a barricading incident would enable
access. The bolts were also repositioned on the outside,
so that staff could access them quickly and easily.
“This is a great example of the benefits of being embedded
with the design team early on in the process,” says Allan.
“It’s simple, but effective and looks like any other door.
By thinking through the individual issues, and designing for
them at the outset, we can provide very elegant solutions.”

TOP: TWIN COmBI CYLINDERS
mIDDLE: mODULAR CASE
BOTTOm: ANTI-LIGATURE HANDLE
(WITCH’S NOSE HANDLE)
ALSO USED:
• SCANfLEX fURNITURE
• ANTI-LIGATURE kNOBSETS
• CLUTCH THUmBTURNS
• 4800 SERIES CYLINDERS
• 405 CLOSERS WITH PARALLEL ARm
• fD450 CLOSERS – LINkED TO fIRE ALARm
• JOURNAL HINGES
• SNAP-IN HINGES
• ANCILLARIES E.G SIGNAGE, kICkPLATES
fINGERPLATES ETC
• RISING BUTT HINGES
• mODULAR LOCkS
• STANDARD LATCH ELSEWHERE
• fLOOR SPRINGS
• PIvOT SETS
• EmERGENCY RELEASE STOPS
• CODOOR
• fD30S & fD60S fIRE DOORS
• 35DB ACOUSTIC DOORS
• ALL DOORS HEAvY DUTY
• EXTERNAL TImBER DOORS
• ALL DOORS SUPPLIED AS DOORSETS
ON THE LAST PAGE Of THIS BROCHURE YOU WILL
fIND A CD THAT CONTAINS INTERACTIvE PDf fILES
ARRANGED SO THAT YOU CAN REfER TO SPECIfIC
PRODUCT DETAILS fOR YOUR HEALTHCARE
fACILITY.

The challenge
Designing secure environments that promote healing and
well-being is a challenge. Whilst there are many solutions
that can provide security at the appropriate level, they may
also by their look, feel and functionality have a negative
effect on patients and staff.
The typical risks posed in mental health facilities are
well documented. They include patients leaving their
designated ‘zones’, attacks on staff or patients, barricading
doors and attempted suicide or self-harm. It is also
understood that these environments need robust solutions
that will withstand high volumes of traffic as well as
occasional mistreatment.
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Our attention to design detail provides specifiers with
choices that offer homely and domestic looking fittings
which can withstand high degrees of abuse. Our doorsets,
for instance, can be provided to look like any standard
domestic door, but be fitted within frames that are
reinforced, with a specially finished door that will
withstand extraordinary force or with intelligent locks
that can be opened by designated people only and which
leave an audit trail on who has passed through.
With the emphasis on ‘value-for-money’ solutions
it is also important to specify proven products that
will perform well over their whole life and which have
excellent service support.

CLUTCH THUMBTURNS

DOOR CLOSER

MODULAR SOLUTIONS

These have a rounded anti-ligature
design, ideal for individual bedrooms
and bathrooms within secure
accommodation. These offer privacy,
whilst ensuring staff can gain entry
in case of need.
The clutch mechanism offers
anti-barricade functionality: if the
client attempts to grip the thumbturn
to prevent staff operating the lock
from the other side, the sprung clutch
mechanism releases and allows the
key to turn. It may also be dismantled
from outside the door if required.

How often have we been
overwhelmed by the number
of fire doors in a public building?
Whilst everyone understands
why they’re needed, they can
contribute to that ‘institutional’
feel which is what designers of
mental health units want to avoid.
ASSA ABLOY have designed a closer
which allows doors to be used freely
without the resistance of a door
closer, but in the event of a fire,
the door closing mechanism will
activate, closing the door to
prevent the fire from spreading.

ASSA ABLOY locks are designed
to be modular so that they can
be easily customised to perform
specific functions.
In large healthcare facilities this
means that common door
preparation and ease of installation
helps to reduce cost, presents a
uniform appearance and helps to
create a familiar atmosphere.
Locking functions can be
changed if a room is converted
to a new use and maintenance
costs can be minimised.
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As part of our padlock
testing process we freeze
them to -40°C then try to
fracture the shackle.

To us, sustainability means
integrating environmental,
economic and social
considerations into decision
making for the benefit of our
business, customers and the
wider community.

THE ImAS fLEX 50 COSTS £.2m AND THERE ARE LESS THAN TEN IN THE WORLD SEvERAL Of WHICH

EvERY PROCESS AND PROCEDURE WITHIN ASSA ABLOY IS GEARED TO mEETING AND EXCEEDING ALL

SCREEN SHOT fROm THE Hi-O™ mANAGER INTERfACE. HI-O™ (HIGHLY INTELLIGENT OPERATION) IS A NEW

BELONG TO ASSA ABLOY WHO HAvE BEEN INSTRUmENTAL IN THEIR DEvELOPmENT. THEY ALLOW fLEXIBLE

RELEvANT INDUSTRY STANDARDS AND REQUIREmENTS TO ImPROvE THE WORkPLACE AND THE

CONCEPT fOR ELECTRONIC DOOR SOLUTIONS SImPLIfYING INSTALLATION, SERvICE AND UPGRADE.

AND ACCURATE mACHINING Of THE mAIN COmPONENTS Of THE CYLINDER BODY AND PLUG. THIS GIvES

ENvIRONmENT WE LIvE IN.

IT ENABLES CONNECTED DEvICES TO EXCHANGE AND SHARE ENCRYPTED INfORmATION. EvERY DEvICE (E.G.

HIGH vARIETY WITH LOW LEAD TImES AND OffERS HIGHER COmPONENT ACCURACY, LEADING TO BETTER

ELECTRIC STRIkE, PROXImITY READER, DOOR AUTOmATICS ETC) IS CONNECTED THROUGH A 4-WIRE CABLE;

SECURITY PERfORmANCE AND QUALITY.

TWO WIRES fOR POWER AND TWO fOR DATA COmmUNICATION.

Quality Assurance
The most important feature of any product is that it works,
provides trouble free performance year after year, and that
you receive efficient after-sales service. ASSA ABLOY offers a
no-quibble performance guarantee on many of its products.
These are not just materials and workmanship warranties.
We guarantee that if specified and used according to our
instructions, our products will give continuous trouble free
operation thoughout the specified period. If they fail we
supply replacements.
Our management systems are also ISO 9002 accredited.
We have our own independently accredited test house,
which is able to test products in isolation or as part of
complete doorsets.
Sustainability
ASSA ABLOY is committed to providing products and
services that are environmentally sound throughout the
entire production process and the product life cycle.
Sustainability is a natural translation of ASSA ABLOY’s
cornerstones – vision, realism, courage and ethics – which
have been central to our development since the Group’s
creation in 994. The environment, business ethics and
social responsibility are critical issues to address in a society
which we are an integrated part of.
Our unconditional aim is to make sustainability a central
part of our business philosophy and culture, but even more
importantly is the job of integrating sustainability into our
business strategy.
The first steps in this direction are our Global Environment
Policy and our Stakeholder Integrity Policy. These policies
covers issues such as:
• business ethics
• human rights
• working conditions
• gender balance
• diversity
• consumer interests
• community outreach.

Environmental
Our environmental policy:
• We meet or exceed legal requirements.
• We continuously develop strategies to reduce
consumption of resources, prevent pollution and improve
the overall environmental impact from our operations
and our products along the value-chain.
• We continuously seek ways to improve our work
environment and to reduce risks that can cause accidents
and pollution.
• We require management personnel to be responsible
for implementing and upholding this policy in their
business units and groups, through awareness, training,
measurement and reporting.
• We encourage and foster openness and communication
of our policy with our stakeholders.
• We apply our policy in all business transactions and
expect our employees, partners and suppliers to apply
them as well.
• We will strive to implement certifiable environmental
management systems at all local production units.
Our environmental procedures draw from host country legal
requirements and international standards and guidelines, i.e.
ISO 400, the UN Global Compact and the OECD Guidelines
on environmental policy.
In 2004 an environmental, health & safety survey was
conducted at all ASSA ABLOY manufacturing facilities to map
practices throughout the Group. The survey encompassed:
• production related topics, for example product categories
and technical processes
• management systems and organizational responsibilities
• fire, PCB hazards, asbestos hazards
• organic solvents
• heavy metals in surface treatment processes
• the handling of chemicals
• emissions and their treatment
• health and safety.
Door cassette construction
Door cassette design allows delivery and fitting of doorsets
later in construction. This reduces the likelihood of damage
and minimises the value of material held on site until later
in the programme.
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What to do now…

Innovation
Our aim is to lead in innovation and provide well-designed,
convenient, safe and secure solutions that give true added
value to our customers. To achieve this we spend a lot of
time listening to our clients and their markets. Our product
managers and R&D team look at ways in which we meet
new challenges or refine existing products.
We have a strong record in producing new products –
the latest of which include Brighthandle, CliQ, ARX, Evolution
lockcases and Hi-O™.

This document gives you an overview
of how we can work with you in developing
innovative and robust solutions for the
health sector.
The specifications we have included
are standardised; however, we work with
architects and clients to resolve their own
particular challenges – helping to deliver the
solutions that meet all the necessary criteria.
This document will give you an insight
into how true integration of physical
security, right from the outset, will deliver
real benefits for your clients and end users.
Once you have an idea of your specific
challenges, call us and we will work with
you to develop an appropriate solution
for your project.

DDA
We provide ironmongery and related products which
conform to the guidelines laid out in BS 8300 and the
Building Regulations. We are now looking at able and
disabled requirements as a whole – moving towards
inclusive design.
Whole life costs
Our offering is all about products that perform in the
environment they are designed for – and offer true value for
money in terms of initial outlay and maintenance. The main
cost of a product is usually in the fitting or replacement of
an item. A better quality product will always offer greater
value for money over its whole life.
If a doorset suffers catastrophic failure in service, not
only is there the cost of replacing the doorset, but also the
associated costs of for example, stolen items due to lack
of security, or even the possibility of claims against injury
if a door fails in a fire for example.
Within hospitals the life expectancy of doors is 20 years,
and is based on the assumption around the frequency of
use of that particular door.

The ASSA modular lock was
tested to over one million
cycles, and was still going
strong, at which point the
ASSA team felt that they
had better things to do!

Standards and regulations
These are developing and changing all of the time, and
therefore it is important to know and understand where
they are heading. We have a number of staff who sit on
standards boards and therefore we have a good insight
into what is likely to occur in the future.
We are able to provide products and options on the
majority of standards that affect ironmongery and doorsets.
If we don’t, or there are no standards for a specific issue you
need to resolve, we are able to offer advice and if necessary
develop and test products to ensure they deliver the
appropriate function.



